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Take the next step toward Perl mastery with advanced concepts that make coding easier,

maintenance simpler, and execution faster. Mastering Perl isn't a collection of clever tricks, but a

way of thinking about Perl programming for solving debugging, configuration, and many other

real-world problems youâ€™ll encounter as a working programmer.The third in Oâ€™Reillyâ€™s

series of landmark Perl tutorials (after Learning Perl and Intermediate Perl), this fully upated edition

pulls everything together and helps you bend Perl to your will.Explore advanced regular expressions

featuresAvoid common problems when writing secure programsProfile and benchmark Perl

programs to see where they need workWrangle Perl code to make it more presentable and

readableUnderstand how Perl keeps track of package variablesDefine subroutines on the flyJury-rig

modules to fix code without editing the original sourceUse bit operations and bit vectors to store

large data efficientlyLearn how to detect errors that Perl doesnâ€™t reportDive into logging, data

persistence, and the magic of tied variables
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What can be better than getting a book from a renowned author (of at least two other books), a Perl

committer, contributor and a person who teaches it, too? Impossible to answer, impossible to beat.A

few words on the raise andâ€¦ I do not believe there is a fall of Perl, but you may disagree. Perl, even

outside of the CGI programming, is still very much alive andâ€¦ you can do a lot in it! I also see it as



a powerful data, text manipulation and processing platform (built-in RegEx, not to speak of the

power of CPAN).The book rocks, even thought I am almost new (I used to write quite a few

short-liners in my life under Linux, but they were mostly for some subtle text processing) to Perl. The

book does not limit you to exploring the subject as it is represented in the book. Even as you

progress through, actually, the book has list of references to other books and supplementary

material at the end of each chapter. The material covers numerous advanced topics from how would

you debug a Perl program using various debuggers, profile it, clean to how to write your own

modules and ultimately contribute to the success of the language. Itâ€™s fun and easy to read, has

useful concrete examples and short enough code to comprehend.To my dismay, just upon starting

reading this book I realized I picked one of the most advanced ones. So be aware dear Perl

explorer, if you are not yet at a Yellow Belt level in Perl you are going to be trained for the Black one

with this book. So before late, you may want to acquire either the Learning Perl book and/or

Intermediate Perl (from brian, yes in lower case Smile, as is in the webpage of the book itself, even

though I would print it in all capital letters), depends what belt you are wearing.
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